CHAPTERS 10-22:16

Proverbs Bible Study

COLLECTIVE UNIT
➤

Although these chapters break are made up of sayings, each unit (a parallelism) is to
be read as a part of the whole

➤

Some units “contradict” another unit, so reading those sayings in tension with one
another is critical

➤

Literal and figurative meanings abound in these verses; although that can further
cloud meaning, it helps to understand the overall thrust of the moral code so you
can better decipher which verses are literal/figurative

➤

Incredible amount of repetition present in these chapters

➤

That repetition allows certain ethics more emphasis than others; again the import of
reading collectively can help you to see what is emphasized and what isn’t

WISDOM
➤

Please your parents

➤

Earn justly

➤

Be diligent

➤

Heed commandments

➤

Restrain speech

➤

Blessings come with righteous behavior

➤

Act with integrity

➤

Seek counsel

➤

Be generous

➤

Accept and give discipline

➤

Seek a good wife

WISDOM CONTINUED
➤

Be slow to anger

➤

Be honest

➤

Beware of wealth

➤

Use discernment

➤

Give to the poor

➤

Redemption is possible

➤

Forgive

➤

Listen

➤

Have a cheerful heart

➤

Be loyal

➤

Be observant

UNIQUE VERSES
➤

Better to have a servant and be despised than to be self-important and lack food
(12:9)

➤

One who is clever conceals knowledge (12:23)

➤

Leave an inheritance to future generations (13:22)

➤

Gray hair is a good thing (16: 31)

Folly
LAZINESS
PRIDE
GOSSIP
LENDING TO STRANGERS
GREED
DWELLING ON DISPUTES
MARRYING POORLY
FAIR WEATHER FRIENDS
TOO MUCH BOOZE
PLEASURE
WICKEDNESS

TRICKY VERSES
10:22- “The blessing of the Lord makes rich, and he adds no sorrow with it.”
Literal prosperity gospel?
No: prosperity comes from righteousness, and our duty is to realize that through our work and actions
11:16- “A gracious woman gets honor, but she who hates virtue is covered with shame.”
Empowerment for women to obtain virtue- honor/shame system referenced
Also- women are more than just their beauty (another scholars interpretation of the power in virtue seeking)
12:4- “A good wife is the crown of her husband, but she who brings shame is like rottenness to the bones.”
Can be read as patriarchal, in that a woman’s singular role is to honor her husband; but that misunderstands
the Hebrew context. Marriage was more mutual than this reads prima facie; husbands and wives were seen
as one flesh, so this was about bearing mutual responsibility to care for the family

MORE TRICKY VERSES
13:7- “Some pretend to be rich, yet have nothing; others pretend to be poor, yet have great wealth.”
Ambiguous at best, multiple interpretations available. Best one I read was to be wary of appearances
14:10- “The heart knows it’s own bitterness, and no stranger shares its joy.”
Not exactly an instruction, more of a statement.
No stranger shares in the bitterness or joy of one’s heart- this is a commentary on the solitude of our
existence, despite the Hebraic emphasis on community. However, that solitude is met with God’s
view of our hearts
15:11- “Sheol and Abaddon lie open before the Lord, how much more human hearts!”
Implication that the house of the dead lies before God Almighty? Or simply an exhortation to mortals
to beware the power of Sheol…?

TRICKY TRICKY
16:2 -“By loyalty and faithfulness iniquity is atoned for…”
First direct statement of redemption!
17:10- “A rebuke strikes deeper into a discerning person than a hundred blows into a fool.”
Discipline is less about strict moral codes be upheld with inerrancy, and more about openness to correction. Fools
will never learn.
18:1- “The one who lives alone is self-indulgent, showing contempt for all who have sound judgment.”
Living alone is condemned? No. In a communally oriented culture, living alone was seen as countercultural.
21:9- “It is better to live in a corner of a housetop than a in a house shared with a contentious wife.”
Again- emphasis on good marriages. The ethic here is a healthy marriage, not a perfect wife.

